Job Description: High Scaler & Wire Mesh Technician
Minimum age: 18 years
Compensation rate (non- prevailing) $15.00-$25.00 per hour
General Job Description: Required to work on ropes suspended anywhere from 20-400 feet in the air.
Barring of loose rock on rock slopes and laying wire mesh over rock slopes. Drill holes with hand held air
drills. Dig post holes with post hole diggers. Install and repair wire mesh screens. Cut trees and brush off
vertical banks with chain saws and hand saws.
Key areas of Responsibility: Preform quality work, at a productive rate with minimal supervision.
Follow company safety policies. Show up to job site on time and ready to work.
Required Skills/Training: Working knowledge and demonstrated skill with regard to: simple math,
reading and writing English.
Proper use and maintenance of hand and power tools as they pertain to each task. Must be comfortable
with heights. Repelling experience is a plus.
General Description of Tools: ropes, harnesses, shovels, digging and scaling bars, and repelling gear.
Tool Policy: Each employee is required to provide their own hard hat, safety vests, leather boots, proper
gloves and other personal tools needed to preform daily tasks as required. Triptych Construction LLC will
provide all power tools and personal safety gear.
Essential Job Requirements: Employees must be able to function well with regard to the following:
Uncontrolled environmental conditions: Constant change in weather and site conditions such as steep
and rugged terrain. Occasionally lifting up to 80 lbs., routinely lifting 60 lbs. , climbing, balancing,
stooping, kneeling, couching, crawling and reaching to preform everyday job tasks. Travel out of state
for extended periods of time as permitted. Ability to work different shifts, long hours (8-12 hours)
must have good vision, stamina, and good hand/eye coordination.
Note: Job descriptions may change from time to time due to specific work requirements. The above
statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work performed by people of this
classification .They are not to be construed as an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties, and skills
required of personal so classified. All personal may be required to perform duties outside of their
normal responsibilities from time to time.
Workplace safety is a condition of employment at Triptych Construction LLC. We are a drug and
alcohol free company.

